Predictors of Nocturnal Hypoxemic Burden in Patients Undergoing Elective Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting Surgery
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Abstract: Background: Nocturnal hypoxemia has been linked to increased cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. Several common diseases, such as sleep-disordered breathing (SDB), heart failure (HF), obesity, and pulmonary disease, coincide with an elevated nocturnal hypoxemic burden with and without repetitive desaturations. Research question: This study aimed to evaluate the association of relevant common diseases with distinctive metrics of nocturnal hypoxemic burden with and without repetitive desaturations in patients undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting surgery. Study design and methods: In this subanalysis of the prospective observational study, CONSIDER-AF (NCT02877745) portable SDB monitoring was performed on 429 patients with severe coronary artery disease the night before cardiac surgery. Pulse oximetry was used to determine nocturnal hypoxemic burden, as defined by total recording time spent with oxygen saturation levels < 90% (T90). T90 was further characterized as T90 due to intermittent hypoxemia (T90\text{intertmittent}) and T90 due to nonspecific and noncyclic SpO2-drifts (T90\text{nonspecific}). Results: Multivariable linear regression analysis identified SDB (apnea–hypopnea-index ≥ 15/h; B [95% CI]: 6.5 [0.4; 12.5], p = 0.036), obesity (8.2 [2.5; 13.9], p = 0.005), and mild-to-moderate chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD, 16.7 [8.5; 25.0], p < 0.001) as significant predictors of an increased nocturnal hypoxemic burden. Diseases such as SDB, obesity and HF were significantly associated with elevated T90\text{intertmittent}. In contrast, obesity and mild-to-moderate COPD were significant modulators of T90\text{nonspecific}. Interpretation: SDB and leading causes for SDB, such as obesity and HF, are associated with an increased nocturnal hypoxemic burden with repetitive desaturations. Potential causes for hypoventilation syndromes, such as obesity and mild-to-moderate COPD, are linked to an increased hypoxemic burden without repetitive desaturations. Clinical Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT02877745.
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1. Background

Nocturnal hypoxemic burden is commonly defined as the total recording time (TRT) a patient spends at oxygen saturation levels below 90% (T90) [1,2]. More precisely, nocturnal hypoxemic burden may be attributed to both episodic oxygen desaturation–resaturation events (T90_{desaturation}) and nonspecific transient drifts in oxygen saturation or incomplete resaturation (T90_{non-specific}) [3].

Although these metrics of nocturnal hypoxemic burden can easily be obtained by low-cost overnight oximetry, simpler measures of event frequency, such as the apnea–hypopnea index (AHI), or desaturation frequency, such as the oxygen desaturation index (ODI), are more conventionally used in daily clinical practice. However, these frequency-based measures fail to incorporate the depth and duration of oxygen desaturations and thus inadequately reflect the physiological disturbances that may ultimately have a detrimental impact on clinical outcomes [4].

Metrics of nocturnal hypoxemic burden have recently been linked to adverse clinical outcomes [3,5]. In contrast to AHI, nocturnal hypoxemic burden was independently associated with cardiovascular mortality and all-cause mortality in two large samples of middle-aged and older adults from several communities in the USA [5]. Moreover, nocturnal hypoxemic burden was found to be an independent predictor of cardiovascular mortality in community-dwelling older men, and both components of nocturnal hypoxemic burden (i.e., T90_{desaturation} and T90_{non-specific}) contributed towards the association with cardiovascular mortality [3].

To date, nocturnal hypoxemic burden has mainly been examined in sleep-disordered breathing (SDB), when obstructive events cause intermittent hypoxemia. Besides, persistent hypoxemia could also be a consequence of common diseases, such as heart failure (HF), obesity, and pulmonary disease and may also contribute to an elevated nocturnal hypoxemic burden with and without repetitive desaturations [6].

The objective of the present study was to evaluate the association of relevant common diseases with distinctive metrics of nocturnal hypoxemic burden with and without repetitive desaturations in patients with severe coronary artery disease undergoing elective coronary artery bypass grafting surgery. Hence, the results of this study may contribute to deeper insights into specific risk clusters for severe nocturnal hypoxemia.

2. Methods

2.1. Study Design and Patients

The present subanalysis is part of the ongoing prospective observational study ‘Impact of Sleep-disordered breathing on Atrial Fibrillation and Perioperative complications in patients with severe coronary artery disease undergoing Coronary Artery Bypass grafting Surgery’ (CONSIDER AF, NCT02877745) that assesses the impact of SDB on the rate of Major Adverse Cardiac and Cerebrovascular Events in patients undergoing elective coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) surgery at the Department of Cardiothoracic Surgery of the University Medical Center Regensburg Germany [7]. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Regensburg (no. 15-101-0238).

Between May 2016 and June 2021, elective patients aged between 18 and 85 years were tested for eligibility. Informed consent was obtained from all eligible patients willing to participate in this study. As outlined beforehand [7], the exclusion criteria were severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, oxygen therapy, nocturnal positive airway pressure support or mechanical ventilation, and the need for catecholamines or circulatory assist devices [7].

2.2. SDB Monitoring

The night before CABG, portable SDB monitoring was performed using the Alice NightOne device (Philips Respironics, Murrysville, PA, USA) with three sensors that
To further characterize the composition of nocturnal hypoxemic burden, we differentiated the component of T90 associated with acute oxygen desaturation events accompanied by resaturation (T90_{desaturation}) versus T90 associated with non-specific and noncyclic drifts in SpO2 or incomplete resaturation (T90_{non-specific}) [6]. Please see Figure S1 for a schematic example of T90_{desaturation} and T90_{non-specific}.

2.4. Stratification of Patients by Relevant Diseases

For analyses of baseline characteristics and respiratory data, patients were stratified into seven subgroups by the presence, absence, and concomitance of certain diseases potentially predisposing to hypoxemia, such as heart failure, mild-to-moderate COPD, obesity, and SDB. Diagnosis of heart failure was based on the patient’s medical records and age-stratified cut-off levels of NT-proBNP (patients < 50 years of age: ≥450 pg/mL; patients ≥ 50 and <75 years of age: ≥900 pg/mL; patients ≥ 75 years of age: ≥1800 pg/mL) [10,11].

Mild-to-moderate COPD was diagnosed through a combination of the patient’s medical history and spirometry data with a forced expiratory volume/forced vital capacity (FEV1/FVC) < 0.70, confirming persistent airflow limitation [12]. Patients were classified into Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) categories 1 and 2 according to their level of airflow limitation severity as assessed by FEV1-values [12]. Owing to the prespecified exclusion criteria of CONSIDER-AF, patients with GOLD categories 3 and 4 were excluded from the present study. Obesity was defined by a body mass index of ≥30 kg/m2 [13].

2.5. Data Management and Statistical Analysis

Data management and statistical analysis were conducted according to the data handling plan described in the published study protocol of the CONSIDER-AF study [7]. Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 26.0 (IBM, New York, NY, USA). Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation for normally distributed data and as median (25.;75. percentile) for non-normally distributed data; categorical variables are described as...
absolute and relative frequencies. Differences between groups were compared using the Student’s t-test or the ANOVA test for normally distributed continuous variables, the Mann-Whitney-U test or the Kruskal-Wallis test for non-normally distributed continuous variables, and the Pearson’s chi-square test of independence for categorical variables. Univariable linear regression analyses were conducted with potential predictors for an increased nocturnal hypoxemic burden index, namely heart failure, mild-to-moderate COPD, obesity, and SDB (AHI ≥ 15/h) as independent variables and with three metrics of an increased nocturnal hypoxemic burden index, namely T90/TRT, T90desaturation/TRT, or T90non-specific/TRT, as dependent variables. Multivariable linear regression models for T90/TRT, T90desaturation/TRT, or T90non-specific/TRT as dependent variables were calculated that were adjusted for key demographic parameters (model I) and, additionally, all independent variables (model II), as mentioned beforehand. Beta coefficient (B) and 95%-confidence intervals (CI) are presented as effect estimates. A two-sided p-value of ≤0.05 was considered statistically significant for all analyses.

3. Results

3.1. Study Patients

Between May 2016 and June 2021, 600 patients were recruited for the ongoing prospective observational study CONSIDER-AF. Preponderantly due to unperformed or unanalyzable SDB monitoring, withdrawal of consent, or short-term cancellation of CABG surgery, 101 patients were excluded from the CONSIDER-AF cohort (Figure 1). Seventy patients were omitted from the present subanalysis of CONSIDER-AF due to insufficient data on nocturnal hypoxemia. Thus, the final subanalysis cohort consisted of 429 patients who were classified according to their nocturnal hypoxemic burden (Figure 1). The demographics of patients who were excluded from the present subanalysis or had insufficient data on nocturnal hypoxemia were similar to the sub-analysis cohort (Tables S1 and S2).

Most participants were elderly and overweight men (Table 1). The prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors and other comorbidities, as well as echocardiographic parameters, laboratory, and preoperative data, are summarized in Table 1. Previously undiagnosed SDB (AHI ≥ 15/h) was present in 46% of all patients, comprising 19% OSA and 27% CSA (Table 2). Nocturnal respiration data are summarized in Table 2. Baseline and nocturnal respiration data stratified by the presence or absence of common comorbidities (i.e., heart failure, mild-to-moderate COPD, obesity, and SDB) are shown in Tables S3 and S4, respectively.
Total number of patients tested for eligibility
(May 2016 - June 2021)
(n=1530)

Exclusion due to:
- non-elective CABG surgery (n=268)
- severe obstructive pulmonary disease (n=20)
- SDB with CPAP-therapy (n=56)
- no patient consent (n=523)
- other reasons (n=63)

CONSIDER AF study population
Prospective analysis of patients with SDB monitoring prior to elective CABG surgery ± valvular surgery
(n=600)

Withdrawal due to:
- SDB-monitoring not performed or not analyzable (n=81)
- withdrawal of consent (n=9)
- no surgery carried out (n=11)

Patients with insufficient data on nocturnal hypoxemia
(n=70)

Sub-analysis population with sufficient data on nocturnal hypoxemia
(n=429)

Figure 1. Study flowchart. CABG: coronary artery bypass grafting; SDB: sleep-disordered breathing; CPAP: continuous positive airway pressure.

Table 1. Patient characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic data</th>
<th>Total Subanalysis Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>429 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td>66.6 ± 8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex, n (%)</td>
<td>368 (86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index, kg/m²</td>
<td>28.6 ± 4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular risk factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension, n (%)</td>
<td>356 (83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypercholesterinemia, n (%)</td>
<td>266 (62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus, n (%)</td>
<td>142 (33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Obesity, n (%) 157 (37)
Smoking, n (%) 288 (67)

Comorbidities
Heart failure *, n (%) 87 (20)
NYHA III/IV, n (%) 96 (22)
History of myocardial infarction, n (%) 122 (29)
Atrial fibrillation, n (%) 60 (14)
History of transient ischemic attack or stroke, n (%) 58 (13)
Mild-to-moderate chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, n (%) 44 (10)
Renal failure †, n (%) 88 (21)
Anemia ‡, n (%) 87 (20)
Depression, n (%) 19 (4)

Echocardiography parameters
LV ejection fraction, % 55.3 ± 11.7
Impaired LV ejection fraction < 55%, n (%) 98 (29)
Left atrial enlargement, n (%) 154 (48)

Laboratory data
NT-proBNP, pg/mL 315 (104; 906)
Hemoglobin, g/dL 14.1 (13.1; 15.0)
HbA1C, g/dL 5.9 (5.5; 6.4)
Creatinine, mg/dL 0.97 (0.84; 1.12)
GFR, mL/min/1.73 m² 80 (64; 90)

Preoperative information on surgical treatment
CABG and valve surgery, n (%) 95 (22)
Number of coronary stenoses, n 3 (3; 5)
Number of grafts, n 2 (2; 3)

Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation, median (interquartile range) or absolute and relative frequencies. NYHA: New York Heart Association; LV: left ventricular; NT-proBNP: N-terminal probrain natriuretic peptide; HbA1c: glycosylated Hemoglobin, Type A1C; GFR: glomerular filtration rate; CABG: coronary artery bypass grafting. * n = 363; NT-proBNP ≥ 450 pg/mL (patients < 50 years of age), ≥900 pg/mL (patients ≥ 50 and <75 years of age) or ≥1800 pg/mL (patients ≥ 75 years of age); † glomerular filtration rate < 60 mL/min/1.73 m²; ‡ hemoglobin < 12 g/dL (women) or hemoglobin <13 g/dL (men).

Table 2. Metrics of nocturnal respiration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Subanalysis Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total recording time, min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apnea–hypopnea index, per hour of recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstructive apnea index, per hour of recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central apnea index, per hour of recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen desaturation index, per hour of recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean SpO₂ %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min SpO₂ %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep-disordered breathing (Apnea–hypopnea index ≥ 15/h), n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstructive sleep apnea (Apnea–hypopnea index ≥ 15/h), n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central sleep apnea (Apnea–hypopnea index ≥ 15/h), n (%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are presented as median (interquartile range) or absolute and relative frequencies. TRT: artifact-free total recording time.
3.2. Nocturnal Hypoxemic Burden in Distinctive Comorbidities

Median values for T90/TRT, T90\text{desaturation}/TRT, and T90\text{non-specific}/TRT were 8.0% (1.3; 25.2), 3.1% (0.6; 9.6), and 2.2% (0.1; 13.3) for all patients, respectively. In the absence of relevant comorbidities, such as heart failure, mild-to-moderate COPD, obesity, and SDB, median values for T90/TRT (Figure 2A), T90\text{desaturation}/TRT (Figure 2B), and T90\text{non-specific}/TRT (Figure 2C) were the lowest. Depending on the concomitance of multiple comorbidities, median values for T90/TRT (Figure 2A), T90\text{desaturation}/TRT (Figure 2B), and T90\text{non-specific}/TRT (Figure 2C) varied significantly. Median T90/TRT was the highest in patients with a concurrent diagnosis of at least three out of four comorbidities (34.8% [10.8; 65.5]; Figure 2A). The same was true for median T90\text{desaturation}/TRT and median T90\text{non-specific}/TRT. The highest median values for T90\text{desaturation}/TRT (13.6% [7.7; 28.4]; Figure 2B) and median T90\text{non-specific}/TRT (13.1% [1.4; 41.3]; Figure 2C) were detected in patients suffering from at least three out of four comorbidities. Please refer to Figure 2 for significant pairwise comparisons.
Figure 2. Nocturnal hypoxemic burden index according to different comorbidities. The violin plots indicate the median and quartiles of the nocturnal hypoxemic burden index in percent of artifact-free total recording time according to different combinations of comorbidities for T90/TRT (A),
T90\textsubscript{desaturation}/TRT (B), and T90\textsubscript{non-specific}/TRT (C). The violin plot outlines illustrate kernel probability density, i.e., the width of the shaded area represents the proportion of the data. SDB: sleep-disordered breathing; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

3.3. Association of Different Diseases with an Increased Nocturnal Hypoxemic Burden

In univariable linear regression analyses, SDB, heart failure, obesity, and mild-to-moderate COPD were significantly associated with both an increased T90/TRT and an increased T90\textsubscript{desaturation}/TRT (Figure 3). In contrast, only obesity and mild-to-moderate COPD were significant predictors of an increased T90\textsubscript{non-specific}/TRT in univariable linear regression analysis (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. Association of different comorbidities with an increased nocturnal hypoxemic burden index. Forest plot depicting the association between different comorbidities and metrics of an increased nocturnal hypoxemic burden index (i.e., \(T90/\text{TRT}, \ T90_{\text{desaturation}}/\text{TRT}, \) and \(T90_{\text{non-specific}}/\text{TRT}\)). Values are presented as \(B\): beta coefficient and 95% CI: confidence interval. SDB: sleep-disordered breathing; TRT: artifact-free total recording time; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.](image)

After adjusting for age, sex, and all independent variables using multivariable linear regression, SDB, obesity, and mild-to-moderate COPD remained significantly associated with an increased T90/TRT, whereas heart failure was no longer statistically significant in the fully adjusted model (Table 3). Alongside SDB, heart failure, obesity, and mild-to-moderate COPD were identified as independent modulators for an increased T90\textsubscript{desaturation}/TRT (Table 3). Applying multivariable linear regression, the association between obesity and mild-to-moderate COPD with an increased T90\textsubscript{non-specific}/TRT remained statistically significant (Table 3).
Table 3. Association of different comorbidities with an increased nocturnal hypoxemic burden using multivariable linear regression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: T90/TRT</th>
<th>Adjusted For Age and Sex</th>
<th>Adjusted for Age, Sex, and All Independent Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep-disordered breathing (AHI ≥ 15/hour)</td>
<td>9.7 (5.4; 14.0)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart failure</td>
<td>6.3 (0.7; 11.8)</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesitly</td>
<td>9.9 (5.4; 14.3)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild-to-moderate chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
<td>18.6 (11.3; 25.9)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: T90\text{desaturation}/TRT</th>
<th>Adjusted For Age and Sex</th>
<th>Adjusted for Age, Sex, and All Independent Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleep-disordered breathing (AHI ≥ 15/hour)</td>
<td>10.0 (8.3; 11.6)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart failure</td>
<td>6.3 (4.0; 8.7)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesitly</td>
<td>5.3 (3.4; 7.2)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild-to-moderate chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
<td>4.3 (1.1; 7.5)</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: T90\text{non-specific}/TRT</th>
<th>Adjusted For Age and Sex</th>
<th>Adjusted for Age, Sex, and All Independent Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleep-disordered breathing (AHI ≥ 15/hour)</td>
<td>1.1 (-2.7; 5.0)</td>
<td>0.559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart failure</td>
<td>0.8 (-4.1; 5.7)</td>
<td>0.756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesitly</td>
<td>6.3 (2.3; 10.2)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild-to-moderate chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
<td>17.7 (11.2; 24.2)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B: beta coefficient and 95% CI: confidence interval. AHI: apnea–hypopnea index; TRT: artifact-free total recording time.

4. Discussion

This subanalysis of CONSIDER-AF provides novel insights into the association of relevant diseases with nocturnal hypoxemia with and without repetitive desaturations in patients undergoing elective coronary artery bypass grafting surgery. First, median values for T90, T90\text{desat}, and T90\text{non-specific} vary significantly depending on the concomitance of multiple diseases, such as heart failure, mild-to-moderate COPD, obesity, and SDB. Second, SDB and leading causes for SDB, such as obesity and HF, are associated with an increased nocturnal hypoxemic burden with repetitive desaturations (T90\text{desat}). Third, potential causes for hypoventilation syndromes, such as obesity and mild-to-moderate COPD, are linked to an increased nonspecific nocturnal hypoxic burden (T90\text{non-specific}).

4.1. Nocturnal Hypoxemia in Various Comorbidities

In our study, median T90/TRT was significantly associated with SDB, heart failure, obesity, and COPD. Remarkably, multiple, co-existing comorbidities contributed to an even further increased nocturnal hypoxemic burden, with the highest T90/TRT values being reported for patients with a concurrent diagnosis of at least three out of four comorbidities. As T90\text{desat} represents desaturations due to acute obstructions, median T90\text{desat} was significantly associated with SDB and comorbidities closely associated with SDB, such as heart failure and obesity.

Due to a bidirectional relationship, CSA is often regarded as a sign of unstable respiratory control in patients with heart failure [14]. Briefly, an overload of fluid in heart failure, followed by a night-time shift of fluid towards the upper body, leads to a constriction of the upper airway and an unsteady control of breathing [15,16]. As a result, the nocturnal rostral fluid shift amplifies the severity of both OSA and CSA [16,17].
Conversely, sleep apnea can exacerbate heart failure by exposing the heart to intermittent hypoxia, increased preload and afterload, augmented sympathetic drive, and vascular endothelial impairment [18]. The bidirectional relationship between sleep apnea and heart failure is depicted in Figure S2 (modified after Parati G et al. 2016 [2]).

The association between nocturnal hypoxemia and incident heart failure was assessed using the data from the SHHS and MrOS studies [4,19]. The incidence of heart failure was significantly higher in male patients with high hypoxic burden regardless of the AHI, which underlines the importance of considering the duration and depth of the desaturation and their relation to heart failure prediction [4,19]. Computational simulation shows that there is a strong interaction between the epicardial blood flow and distal microcirculatory resistance [20]. The hemodynamic changes induced by the proximal graft could trigger changes in microcirculation that involve interactions between the proximal and distal circulations on both hemodynamic and metabolic levels. Such interactions could be associated with problems of cardiorespiratory regulation and merit further investigation.

As our data implies, nocturnal hypoxemia that is predominantly caused by repetitive desaturations (i.e., T90desat) may be sufficiently addressed by positive airway pressure therapy.

Worldwide, obesity has nearly tripled over the last four decades, and, to date, approximately 39% of adults are considered overweight, and 13% are classified as obese [21]. Obesity hypoventilation syndrome (OHS) is a common disorder in morbidly obese patients that is characterized by alveolar hypoventilation during sleep and wakefulness [22]. OHS is caused by a complex interaction between impaired respiratory mechanics due to central fat accumulation, decreased ventilatory drive secondary to blunted neural response to hypercapnia, and sleep-disordered breathing [22]. Obesity was significantly associated with both T90desat as well as T90non-specific. Early diagnosis and the initiation of proper treatment are crucial, as hypoxemia is an independent predictor of mortality in OHS [23,24]. Continuous positive airway pressure is generally considered the first-line treatment modality for OHS with co-existing severe obstructive sleep apnea, whereas noninvasive ventilation is favored in the minority of OHS patients with hypoventilation during sleep with no or milder forms of OSA [25]. In addition, weight loss and bariatric surgery were shown to be effective in improving nocturnal hypoxemia in obese patients [26].

Nocturnal hypoxemia frequently occurs in patients with COPD, with prevalence estimates ranging between 25% and 50% [27–29]. In particular, patients with severe forms of COPD and patients with COPD and concomitant SDB (i.e., overlap syndrome) are prone to experience pronounced nocturnal hypoxemia [30]. Pathophysiologically, hypoxemia in patients with COPD is mainly due to ventilation/perfusion mismatch resulting from progressive airflow limitation and emphysematous destruction of the pulmonary capillary bed, which may be exacerbated during sleep [30]. As diaphragmatic efficiency is reduced because of pulmonary hyperinflation, patients with COPD rely on the contraction of their accessory respiratory muscles, which is markedly reduced during rapid-eye-movement sleep and, thus, contributes to nocturnal hypoventilation and hypoxemia [30]. Hypoxemia in patients with COPD has been linked to several harmful sequelae, such as pulmonary hypertension, secondary polycythemia, systemic inflammation, and skeletal muscle dysfunction, that may ultimately lead to reduced exercise tolerance, diminished quality of life, increased risk of cardiovascular morbidity, and greater risk of death [30]. Nonspecific nocturnal hypoxemia (i.e., T90non-specific) in patients with COPD may be treated by long-term oxygen therapy, which has been shown to improve pulmonary hemodynamics, reduce erythrocytosis, and improve survival in patients with severe hypoxemic respiratory failure [30], especially in the case of complications, such as pulmonary hypertension or polycythemia.
4.2. Strengths and Limitations

All components of nocturnal hypoxemia were autoscored using a custom-made automated algorithm that has previously been used and validated [3,6] without further manual adjustments by specialists. Manual scoring is generally considered time-consuming and tedious, with noticeable interrater variability [31]. In contrast, autoscoring of T90, T90\text{desat}, and T90\text{non-specific} using a computer algorithm offers valuable additional information on nocturnal hypoxemia with and without repetitive desaturations that is readily available and could be easily transferred to routine clinical scoring practice.

The neural regulation of the cardiovascular–respiratory system was reported to influence the baseline and frequency [32] as well as the waveform [33] of photoplethysmography signals of pulse oximeters. Nowadays, pulse oximeters are commonplace on wearables, such as smartwatches and fitness trackers, that become increasingly popular as health monitoring devices. The results of our study may serve as a basis for future investigations on pathophysiological mechanisms that may ultimately improve machine-learning algorithms in wearables.

This study has some limitations. Our data were obtained within a typical cardiac surgery cohort with high proportions of patients with concomitant SDB and/or HF [34]. In line with current data on men and women presenting for CABG, our patient cohort comprises predominantly men [35]. Moreover, our findings may be affected by selection bias since patients with severe or very severe COPD (as defined by GOLD stage III or IV) were excluded from participating in our prospective observational study [7]. Thus, our findings may not be generalized to women or other patient populations.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, our study details the extent to which relevant diseases contribute to nocturnal hypoxemia with and without repetitive desaturations. The results of this study support the concept that assessment of hypoxic burden decomposed into its desaturation-related components and nonspecific drifts may contribute to the identification of specific risk clusters, including relevant diseases predisposing to a specific phenotype of hypoxia. In addition, as therapeutic approaches vary depending on the predominant type of nocturnal hypoxemia (i.e., T90\text{desat} or T90\text{non-specific}), our data may serve as a basis for future patient-tailored treatment strategies to reduce nocturnal hypoxic burden.
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**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHI</td>
<td>Apnea–hypopnea index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>beta coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CABG</td>
<td>coronary artery bypass grafting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>95%-confidence intervals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA</td>
<td>central sleep apnea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV/FVC</td>
<td>forced expiratory volume/forced vital capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD</td>
<td>Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>heart failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>oxygen desaturation index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHS</td>
<td>obesity hypoventilation syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSA</td>
<td>obstructive sleep apnea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDB</td>
<td>sleep-disordered breathing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T90</td>
<td>nocturnal hypoxemic burden (i.e., oxygen saturation levels &lt; 90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T90/TRT</td>
<td>nocturnal hypoxemic burden index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T90desaturation</td>
<td>T90 due to intermittent hypoxemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T90 nonspecific</td>
<td>T90 due to nonspecific and noncyclic SpO2-drifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRT</td>
<td>total recording time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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